
My speech during the debate on the
Taxation (Post-transition Period)
Bill, 15 December 2020

Sir John Redwood (Wokingham) (Con): I have declared my business interests in
the Register of Members’ Financial Interests.

I rise to support what may be an amendment that we are going to vote on or
may be a probing amendment from my hon. Friend the Member for Stone (Sir
William Cash), because I think there has been a deliberate misunderstanding
by the EU and its friends over what Brexit is about and what we need to do in
order to achieve a proper Brexit. A proper Brexit is taking back control; it
is recreating the sovereignty of the people of the United Kingdom through
their Parliament.

My hon. Friend has a distinguished career in this place trying to rebuild
that sovereignty and watching, year after year, more and more of our powers
taken away by successive treaties, by successive directives and regulations,
many of them automatic ones over which the UK had little or no influence, and
by court judgments which, again, we had precious little ability to shape. He
is right that, as we come to legislate for our new arrangements as a
sovereign country from 1 January next year, we need to make quite sure that
we have back under the control of people and Parliament all those powers that
we need to regulate, to govern and to take wise decisions on behalf of the
United Kingdom.

I am very worried about some elements of the withdrawal agreement. I was
told, as we were all told, that nothing was agreed until everything was
agreed, and that that meant the future relationship as well as the withdrawal
agreement. The EU decided for its own convenience to sequence things and say,
“You have to sign the withdrawal agreement first and then the future
relationship agreement will follow.” A bit of flesh was put on the bones of
the future relationship in the so-called political declaration, which one
would have thought there was a lot of moral pressure to go along with even if
it was not as strictly legally binding as they hoped the withdrawal agreement
would be.

I now think there has been a lot of bad faith, because, according to both
sides, the central feature of the future relationship was always going to be
a free trade agreement, and where is the free trade agreement? We now
discover that the EU wishes to take all sorts of other powers away from us as
the price for the free trade agreement, which we have already overpaid for in
the withdrawal agreement and which one would have thought, in good faith, the
EU would now grant. It is very much in its interests—even more than it is in
our interests—given the huge imbalance in trade, and above all in the trade
that would attract tariffs if we had no free trade agreement: the trade in
food.
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That is really what we are talking about: are there going to be tariffs on
food or not? We, the United Kingdom, run a colossal £20 billion trade deficit
with the EU on food. We have to impose pretty high tariffs on food from the
rest of the world—that makes absolutely no sense where we could not grow any
of it ourselves; it may have some benefit for some of our farmers some of the
time—but we are not allowed to put any similar tariffs on EU-sourced produce
where we could produce it ourselves.

The EU system is to try to use tariffs to buttress domestic production, but
it has not worked for the United Kingdom; it has worked the other way. The
tariffs have been taken off in order to benefit the Dutch, Spanish, French or
Irish suppliers of our market with food at zero tariffs. The EU already has
rather more interest in tariff withdrawal than we do, because we could have a
range of tariffs that would probably achieve the aims both of cutting food
prices by having a lower average tariff and of having a bit more protection
on the things that we really could make and grow for ourselves here, which we
are not allowed to protect against continental products at the moment.

I therefore think that the Bill could be improved by reminding the EU that we
will not be pushed around and we will not suffer too much bad faith from
those original negotiations or from the withdrawal agreement itself. I think
it was a very imperfect agreement. It is pretty ambiguous in places; it is
imprecise in places. I have never felt that anything the Government have
done, or thought of doing, was in any way illegal. Lawyers could make a
perfectly good case under the withdrawal agreement treaty terms themselves,
and anyway, we have the protection of my hon. Friend’s section 38, which made
it very clear that this Parliament’s acceptance of the withdrawal agreement
was conditional. Why else would anyone have put section 38 in the withdrawal
agreement Act unless they were making a point?

Sir William Cash (Stone) (Con): Does my right hon. Friend appreciate that it
was the Prime Minister who, after an eight-hour meeting I had in No. 10 that
day—17 October 2019—insisted that section 38 was necessary and appropriate?

If we go back to the previous Administration, just imagine where we would be
when we consider the Chequers arrangements, and then imagine what it would
have been like if we had not decided to vote against that dreadful withdrawal
agreement in its original shape. There were provisions that needed to be
rectified, and section 38 provides the mechanism that enables us to do that.

John Redwood: Indeed. I think my hon. Friend has confirmed that under the
previous Prime Minister, when those of us who could not vote for her
agreement said that we needed a sovereignty escape clause, we were told that
that would not be permissible because it would not be effective
implementation of the agreement; which was then reassuring to us, not liking
the withdrawal agreement very much and realising that it was a provisional
agreement and would be completed only were there to be a satisfactory outcome
to the total range of talks. It was a totally artificial constraint that the
EU invented that it had to be sequenced, when up until that point everybody
had always rightly said that nothing was agreed until everything was agreed.

I would like to hear from the Minister a little more explanation on the



detail of the Bill. As I understand it, the Northern Ireland protocol would
apply only to goods that are passing from Great Britain to Northern Ireland
and then on to the Republic of Ireland, or the reverse—goods coming from the
Republic to Northern Ireland and then passing on to Great Britain. Am I right
in thinking that that is a very small proportion of the total trade? In what
ways will the Government ensure that it is properly defined, so that we do
not catch up most goods in those more elaborate procedures? 

The bulk of the trade will be GB to Northern Ireland and back, or Republic of
Ireland to Northern Ireland and back, and it should not in any way be caught
up in any of these proposals. I am not sure that we do have a de minimis way
of dealing with the so-called things at risk.

It is not clear how the system will work for items at risk where we agree
that they are at risk—and I hope it is a UK decision about what is a risk,
not some other kind of decision with EU inspectors. It would be helpful to me
and the wider community interested in this debate to know how a business
would proceed if it had such a good at risk, to whom it would answer, and
what decisions would be made about such a good in Excise, because it sounds a
rather complicated and difficult arrangement, both for the business concerned
and for those who are trying to enforce.

I am trying to tease out from the Minister, in pursuit of the interests of my
hon. Friend the Member for Stone and myself on sovereignty, whether we are
really in control if the trade has started off from GB and is going to
Northern Ireland. What kind of external intervention can the EU or the
Republic of Ireland engineer—how is that fair, and how will it be determined?
I think that is what we are most worried about in this piece of legislation,
and we would be more reassured if there were the override that my hon. Friend
proposes. I should be grateful for some explanation.


